
FANTASTIC 
COLORFUL 
UNDERWATER 
PICTURES
SeaLife high definition cameras: All models can 

be used above and below water comfortably and 

deliver great images.



 new

    MICRO 2.0 (64GB & 32GB)    MICRO HD 1.0 (16GB)
Image Sensor   16-Megapixel SONY CMOS    14-Megapixel CMOS
Movie Resolution   HD/1080p @ 60 fps or 1296p @ 30 fps  HD/1080p @ 30fps or 720p @ 60 fps
Memory    64GB (25000 images/12hrs video)    16GB (4000+ images/3hrs+ video)
    32GB (12000+ images/6hrs+ vidéo) 
Focus Range     30 cm to infinity      30 cm to infinity 
Download/share   WIFI via Sealife Micro Cam App or via cable  Cable
LCD    2.4“ TFT LCD color display    2.4“ TFT LCD color display
Field of View   130° Super Wide, 100° Wide, and 80° Standard 140° Super Wide, 130° Wide, and 90° Standard
Depth     Individually depth tested to 60 m   Individually depth tested to 60 m
Dimensions:   279g & 10.7 x 5.3 x 7.4cm    266g & 10.7 x 5.3 x 7.4cm
Battery     Lithium rechargeable (3.7V, 2350 mAh)   Lithium rechargeable (3.7V, 2400 mAh) 
Battery life   3+ hours (Approximately 1000+ images/ 3+ hours video)

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

MICRO HD 1.0 - 16GBMICRO 2.0 - 32GB WIFI & 64GB - WIFI

The MICRO HD range of cameras are permanently sealed and absolutely flood-proof. Easy to use, with nothing to maintain. 

With rich, colourful still images, full 1080p HD video, instant focusing, and a built-in 130-degree Fisheye Lens, the Micro 2.0 has everything needed 
to capture and share your underwater encounters down to 60 meters. 

The Micro 2.0 includes two shooting modes: time lapse shooting and upside-down shooting and is available in two capacities: 32GB with WiFi, or 
64GB with WiFi, connecting wirelessly to smartphones and tablets with the SeaLife Micro Cam app.
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UNDERWATER CAMERA SETS

MICRO 2.0 1500 PRO
The SeaLife Micro 2.0 1500 Pro set includes the 
permanently sealed Micro 2.0 32GB WiFi camera, 
Flex-Connect Micro Tray, Grip, Flex Arm, Sea 
Dragon 1500 Lumen Light and travel case.

MICRO 2.0 2500 PRO
The SeaLife Micro 2.0 2500 Pro set includes the 
permanently sealed Micro 2.0 64GB WiFi camera, 
Flex-Connect Micro Tray, Grip, Flex Arm, Sea 
Dragon 2500 Lumen Light and travel case.
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SEA DRAGON PHOTO-VIDEO LIGHTS 2500, 2100, 2000 & 1500

• One button control for easy operation - one button to power light on/off, select brightness and switch beam angle
• Depth rated to 60 meters - Guaranteed
• Easy to expand with Flex-Connect™ trays, grips and Flex Arms, handle, Y-S, ball joint, cold shoe and other accessories
• Quick-release button to detach light and aim in crevices and hard to reach areas
• Corrosion-proof metal light head for heat dispersion and durability
• Waterproof battery compartment - even if the O-ring seal fails, the battery compartment is isolated so water cannot reach the internal electronics
• Universal mounting screw fits SeaLife and other brands of underwater cameras w/ standard ¼-20 tripod mount

SEA DRAGON 2000
Shown with DC1400

SEA DRAGON 2100
Shown with MICRO HD 1.0

SEA DRAGON 2500
Shown with MICRO HD 1.0

Brightness (lumens) 2500    2100     2000     1500
Beam angle  120°    100 ° or 15 ° (spot)   100°     120°

Effective Range  1.2m    1.2m     1.2m     1.0m

Color Rendering Index 90    72     72     80

Bulb    COB LED    7 x 3W LED (CREE XML2 LEDs)  6 x 3W LED (CREE XML LED)  COB LED

Bulb Life:  35 000 hours   35 000 hours    35 000 hours    35 000 hours

Battery (included)  L-Ion 7.4V, 3400 mAh, 25Wh L-Ion 7.4V, 3400 mAh, 25Wh  L-Ion 7.4V, 3100 mAh, 23Wh  L-Ion 7.4V, 3400 mAh, 25Wh
Battery Run Time:  60 minutes at full power/120 minutes at half power/240 minutes at quarter power      70 mins (full power) 

Dimensions  12.2 x 5.6 x 9.7 cm (head only) 13 x 5.6 x 9.7 cm (head only)  22 x 24 x 6 cm (Set)   12.2 x 5.6 x 9.7 cm (head only) 

Weight   371g (head only)   450g (head only)    652g (Set)    371g (head only) 

SEA DRAGON 1500
Shown with MICRO 2.0



 new design

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

DIGITAL SEA DRAGON FLASH
 Reduces backscatter and produces bright, deep colors in underwater photos.  Adjustable or Auto Mode 
brightness for optimal exposure.  Underwater range: up to 2,5m. Includes snap-on diffuser, standard tray, 
grip and case. Not compatible with the MICRO range. 

SEA DRAGON MINI 600
 A powerful 600 lumen LED using the new CREE XM-L@ LED for multiple applications down to 100m, 75° 
wide beam angle, delivered with two CR123 lithium batteries giving 150 minutes burn time at 40% power 
and 60 minutes at 100% power, also compatible with 18650 Li 3.7v battery giving 250 minutes burn time at 
40% power and 100 minutes at 100% power, easy on/off light head twist control, includes GoPro° camera 
mount, universal Y-S adapter and lanyard clip.  The Mini 600 is now equipped with an over-pressure valve to 
release battery off-gassing.

Dimensions : 96.5g (without batteries) & 3.4cm (diameter) x 13.5 cm

SEA DRAGON MINI 650
The compact and ergonomic Sea Dragon Mini 650 Flood provides 650 lumens across a wide 120-degree 
beam that is ideal for brightening your photo or video subject, or illuminating a large area on your dive. The  
Sea Dragon Mini 650 Spot has a concentrated 15-degree beam (10-degrees underwater) that is ideal for 
pointing out sea creatures and covering long distances to illuminate your dive. 

The light features single button operation and is powered by two CR123 batteries (included) or an optional 
rechargeable lithium ion battery (Tenergy 18650 2600mAh 3.7v) delivering up to 100 minutes of burn time 
at full power. Depth tested to 100 meters. Dimensions : 189g (without batteries) & 4.1cm (diameter) x 
15.9 cm. 

FANTASTIC COLORS

Guide Number   20m full power/1.5m low power

Coverage Angle   80° horizontal x 60° vertical (100° with included diffuser)

Color Temperature  5700 degrees Kelvin

Power Source   4 AA batteries (NiMH recommended)

Battery Life   150 flashes

Dimensions   509g (with batteries) & 12.7 x 11.4 x 6.4 cm



Quickly and easily expand your camera set with flex-connect accessories - add grips, 
Flex Arms, trays and more with just a “click!” flex-connect allows you to transform 
your camera set from compact to full-featured in just seconds, providing a quick way 
to adjust to any diving environment. To assemble and disassemble just in seconds.

MICRO/DUAL TRAYS
Choose between two tray sizes and build your 
ideal system. For maximum illumination and 
stability.

Sea Dragon 2000

flex-connect 
Flex Arm

flex-connect Grip

Fisheye Wide 
Angle Lens flex-connect Dual Tray

DC1400 Camera

flex-connect Flex Arm

Sea Dragon Flash

100 POSSIBILITIES

 ‘Flex-Connect’ is a range of Sealife Accessories. The trays, mounts and flex arms allow you to 
easily expand your camera set. Modular for travel and they quickly and easily lock into place.

Flex Arms extend lights with 100° of silent bending motion. Cold Shoe Mount and Micro Tray 
provide an incredibly compact set-up. Dual Tray enables you to connect multiple lights to your 
camera. 

BEGIN BY CHOOSING 

YOUR TRAY .....



FLEX ARM
The Flex Arm can be bent up to 100° and 
adds 7” of length, so you can aim the light 
exactly where you need it.

COLD SHOE MOUNT
Use the Cold Shoe Mount to mount a light 
directly to your camera for an ultra compact 
system. You can also use the GoPro® Adapter 
to mount a GoPro® directly above your 
camera in order to simultaneously capture 
underwater photos and video.

GOPRO® ADAPTER
Easily and safely connect the GoPro® camera 
to Flex-Connect accessories. 

YS ADAPTER
The YS Adapter makes the SeaLife system 
compatible with any underwater light or flash 
using a YS mount.

HANDLE
Use the Sea Dragon 1200 or 2000 lumen 
light as a handy dive light. Just click the light 
onto the Handle and you are ready to go. Of 
course, the Handle in combination with the 
GoPro® Adapter can also be used for the 
GoPro®, creating an extremely comfortable 
grip for comfortable GoPro® images.

BALL JOINT ADAPTER
The adapter connects Sea Dragon Lights and 
Flex-Connect accessories to any underwater 
camera using the 1”/25mm ball joint 
mounting system.

YOUR VERSION

MICRO HD ADAPTER
Adapter to connect your Micro HD to  GoPro® 
accessories

TRAY HANDLE
The Flex-Connect Grip provides a comfortable 
grip and improved handling for your light, 
flash or underwater camera set.

THEN ADD HANDLES 

AND ARMS....
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FISHEYE LENS 
The fisheye lens has an effective focal length 
of 16mm and increases the field of vision of 
the DC1400 by 80%. This allows for incredible 
perspective shots under water.

10X CLOSE UP LENS
The 10x close-up lens allows you to get 
even closer to your subject.

AQUA POD
The 135cm Aqua Pod allows you to take 
photos and videos from creative perspectives 
and to take selfies, close-ups, and videos 
while maintaining enough distance between 
you and your subject. The Aqua Pod Mini 
extends to 95cm and is comfortably light.

GoPro® with Aqua Pod and Mini 600

 WIDE ANGLE LENS 
 You want to fit everything into the shot 
and stay within the shooting range of 
your flash. The wide-angle lens takes a 
full-frame picture of a 5’ shark within 5’ 
shooting distance.  Not compatible with 
DC1400 or MICRO range. 

OBJECTIVE GRAND ANGLE MINI

 A must-have lens for divers. Get closer to 
the subject and still fit everything in the 
picture.  Not compatible with DC1400 or 
MICRO range. 

ACCESSORIES

 Absorbs moisture to prevent 
fogging and corrosion of your 
SeaLife camera. 

 MOISTURE MUNCHER 

 SOFT PRO CASE 

 BUOYANCY WEIGHT 
AND FLOAT STRAP 

L-ION BATTERIE
For SeaDragon Photo-Video lights. 

BATTERIES & CHARGER
For SeaDragon Mini 650 & Mini 600

OTHER ACCESSORIES


